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Empowered Woman

Unlock your Gateway to Receiving

by Neelam Nanwani

<<<<<>>>>>

We have been stuffed to believe that women need to give; they need to give to their 
children, family, society and so on.

The feminine principle is about receiving. Majority of women who come to my 
“Empowered Woman” workshop or even other workshops (please check 
http://www.shamanic-vision.net/) complain about not receiving, including not 
receiving from their husbands, children, family and society.

An important aspect of owning and embodying the feminine is to allow receiving.

Receiving is one of the primary fundamental principles of the Feminine. However, 
many women have unconsciously blocked themselves to Receive. 

Receiving is not just about receiving money, it is about receiving help, support, co-
operation, friendships/collaboration, love and care, understanding and also receiving 
acceptance of one’s authentic self.

Many women are starved in this area of the feminine. They would like to receive 
more, but do not know how. 

When I suggest that they simply ask for what they need, the stories within their 
unconscious begin to unfold. Some feel guilty to ask and receive; some do not like to 
ask as it makes them feel unworthy and inadequate or small.

Some have asked in the past, and feel rejected from repetitive “No's” coming their 
way.

Most of us also block receiving because it doesn't happen “The way we want it" or 
from the person we seek to receive from, even though the we are open to receiving 
and what we desire is available from other sources, it arrives in a different way than 
expected.

The masculine is the doer, the provider, the giver. In contrasst, the feminine is the 
receiving portal. If you observe the body, you will know and understand this. A 
woman's body has been designed to receive. 
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Of course, we all should give and receive and only then will it creates balance. 
However, the fundamental essence of the Feminine principle is that of receiving.

So, some food for thought for you.

 How open are you to receiving? 
(Money/love/support/gifts/help/healing/health/harmony/joy/creation)?

 What are your blocks to receiving?

 What happened in your life that caused you to start giving more than 
receiving?

 How easy it is for you to ask for help or Love or anything?

 How closed or open are you to building new relationships or friendships?

 How frequently do you ask what you need and then step back and receive?

These are some of the questions you need to introspect with to understand your 
blocks to receiving. It is important to work on these blocks so you become more open
and fluid to receiving.

In this booklet you will find simple tips and suggestions to open up to receiving. And 
in some areas deeper work may be required. It is important to remember that the 
healing journey is a spiral. With each layer, we descend deeper to clear, heal and own.

However, it always begins with the first step. 
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Let us begin. 

Are you ready to Dive in and take the first step?
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Journal

Here are some questions for you to introspect. The best way is to take a pen and 
paper and write in a free flowing manner without editing or censoring. Consider 
journaling on the following questions. You can journal your answer to these questions
or create your own questions or pick the one’s from “Food for Thought” above.

Q1. How do you feel when someone volunteers to help you? 
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Q2 what would you like to “Effortlessly Receive?”

Q3 Do you feel you receive that enough?

Q4 What do you need most in this moment?

Q5. What are your Beliefs about receiving? 
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Q6. How do you feel when you have to ASK?
(Ask for help or ask for support? Or asking for small things? How about when you 
ask your soul? Or when you ask your body? Of if you need to ask questions?

Q7. How do you feel when you ask and you do not receive?
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Why Asking is Important
Asking is a habit we must cultivate. As children we were full of questions. We looked
for the answers we sought outside of ourselves. Somehow, somewhere along the way,
we stop asking: Why? When? Where? How? What? Who? 

Asking brings us back to a state of childlike innocence, an innocence which opens the
door ways to our heart, an innocence which brings openness and curiosity and also 
ignites creativity and joy.

We don’t realize how and when we suppressed or disowned this innocence in the 
name of growing up, for the sake of surviving. We survived but we forgot to 
THRIVE.

It is time to begin asking the questions, again. However, this time, we not only ask 
others, we also need to ask ourselves. We ask, we seek and find the answers within 
ourselves. 
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The key to asking is listening. Ask, and then, listen. Wait for the answer. It will be 
given. It may come in the form of a feeling, a nudge, a knowing, a lightning bolt of 
awareness, or even an epiphany. 

It may come as a sign; something you read or see or hear instantly speaks to your 
soul and resonates within the depths of your being.

Ask: What do I need most in this moment? 

Asking our self what we need most, NOW, allows us to focus on what is truly 
important. When we know that our needs must come first, it frees us to become 
authentic.

Respect yourself. Make your needs a priority. Be strong and healthy. 

How to honor and fulfill your needs
When you honor who you are, what you need, as well as your dreams and goals, you 
empower yourself. 

When you are empowered, you are whole, healthy and happy. Taking care of your 
needs consistently allows you to build a strong foundation and healthy boundaries, 
which in turn allows you to share yourself, and give your time, energy and resources 
to others without fear, resentment, guilt or blame. This is because you are giving out 
of your reserves, not sacrificing what you need. Knowing what you need is a 
powerful tool. 

Gifting yourself what you need is an act of LOVE, not selfishness.

So, ask yourself what you need the most in this given moment.

Ask others for help and support; ask for advice, contribution—any form of support. 

Ask for simple things from your near and dear ones like a glass of water. Ask to have 
a door opened for you. Ask to have your hand held. Ask for a hug.

Practice asking. Practice asking simple things. Remember that you are receiving, 
even when you don’t realize that you are. Remembering this helps the heart to open 
more to receive. 

And if you ask and are disappointed, then...

Ask again! 
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People are either too scared to ask (what if they say no!? but I have asked in the past 
and not received), or that are too shy to ask, so they ask for little or they don't ask at 
all.

Our past experiences around asking and receiving hold us back in asking again. We 
take “NO” so personally and feel so rejected that we often forget we do receive and 
have received—however small—in the past.

Therefore, don’t let one or few NOs deter you or block you from asking and 
receiving again.

INTROSPECT 
What are your pre conceived notions about receiving and asking? Where are you 
holding on the old wounds/beliefs/imprints about asking/receiving? What can you do 
to heal these aspects of your wounded self or that of your Inner Child?

Healing the pain of “personal rejection” in the past is important. It is the wounding of
your Inner Child which prevents you from asking or receiving again.

Heal your Inner Child. If you don’t know how, ASK. Ask the people you know. Ask 
if someone you know can help you heal your past imprints.

Ask differently. Drop expectations to outcome and pre-conceived notions about 
receiving. Don’t take “NO” personally.

Even if you feel uncomfortable to ask again, do it anyway and ASK!

A place to start is found in an e-book that Paul wrote a few years back: The Huna and
Ho’oponopono Way of BEing. This is a guide to awareness and healing and clearing 
old imprints and beliefs. It is available for you here: 

https://shamanic-vision.net/adobe-file/
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ASK YOUR Inner Child
When you meet with and work with your Inner Child(ren) ask them:
 What do you need? 
 How do you feel? 
 What can I do to make you feel better and let go of your pain? 

There are so many other resources to whom you may ask:

Ask the universe...

Ask the creator...

Ask the Divine...

Ask your soul...

Ask your womb...

Ask your body...

Ask your friends, your family, your acquaintances...

Ask for an opportunity...

Ask for a referral...

Asking is limitless!
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The other day I asked (My Womb/Spirit/Source/Universe) to be a part of 
international summit for women and within just a few days I was invited as a speaker 
for the online “Embodied Shakti Summit. 

I asked other women if they would like to interview me for their podcasts. This way I
got an opportunity to be featured internationally and share about my essence with the 
world as my community. I asked. Some didn’t respond. Some said no. I didn’t take it 
personally.
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I am not ashamed to ask. If I am not feeling well, I ask my students for healing and 
support. And should I forget, they remind me; “Neelam, you can ask us.”..They are 
my mirrors, showing me my blocks and also a reminder of when I have allowed. 

I never stopped asking. 

I ask for as simple a thing as a glass of water to my husband. If it makes me 
uncomfortable to keep asking, I nudge myself to face and feel that discomfort.

What is there really behind that discomfort? And you know what? I ASK the 
discomfort!

“What are you trying to tell me? What part of me do you represent?” I ask myself; “If
I allow myself to feel this pain/discomfort/rejection/frustration fully, what gifts will 
be received? 

And if a part of me doesn’t want to feel that pain fully, I ask myself; “Why am I 
running away from this discomfort? How can I shift my experience or projection?”

I ask myself and others. I ask the universe. I ask nature. I pause. I listen. I receive: 
Guidance, Love and Answers. 

I have always been a person who asked “questions” all the time: Questions to my 
teachers, my Spirit Guides, my power animals. Questions to my Ancestors, my Soul 
and questions to my womb and to my body.

I had an erratic menstruation cycle for a few months. Doctors pushed me towards peri
menopause. I asked my womb. She said “The cycle is just re-setting and aligning”.

I asked and I listened and I received a message. I trusted that message. Although it 
was very worrying and confusing, I asked my Inner Child to Trust the Wisdom of my 
body.

My spiritual insights have deepened because at every stage of my journey I have 
chosen to ask questions. Tough questions. To everyone. To Systems and Patriarchal 
ways. My Teachers. Family. Myself. And I ask my dreams. 

I ask the Dysfunctional situations/patterns present in my life. I ask questions of 
power. I ask my body. I ask healers. I ask my friends. I ask myself. I ask my heart and
soul. I ask the soul of my business. I ask the soul of my home and also the soul of my
car. I ask Mother Nature. I ask everyone about everything and anything that needs 
something to find the answer within. 
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I ask the Divine Universe to speak through me and to channel through me. I ask to 
become a conduit or a hollow bone to Spirit. I ask in unique ways every day. I ask 
when ever needed, and I ask every moment that something is needed.

I have learnt to not be afraid to ask. 

I also acknowledge when I receive. Even if it’s a simple thing like a kiss or a hug or a
compliment. I accept what has been received. 

I RECEIVE WITH GRATITUDE.

I constantly remind myself of the various ways in which the entire universe is 
sending me love/support/students/appreciation/recognition/warmth.

And it wasn’t always like that. I had a huge block to receiving. I always complained I
don’t receive.

Now, when the frustration around receiving anything sets in, I consciously remind 
myself of many things today that I am already received.

I receive the sunlight.

I receive blessings from Grandfather Sky.

I receive moonlight and Blessings from the Star Nations from where I come from and
belong to.

I receive from the winds. I receive from my body. I receive from the earth.

I receive food to eat.

I receive from Gadgets to reach out to others and stay in touch with the world.

I receive warmth from fire. 

I receive love and cleansing from water.

Most importantly—I receive from the LIFE FORCE—Breath. 

So whenever you feel you need to receive more, remind yourself of the various areas 
in your life in which you are already receiving. Express gratitude to these gifts.
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When I remember and acknowledge the areas in which I am already receiving, it puts
my barriers to receiving at bay. The edges begin to ease and soften and doorways 
open to more and more flow and grace and receiving.

I get deeper answers when I ask. I am not afraid to ask. If you feel less or inadequate 
or obliged when you ask, do some deeper work. Clear those imprints. Heal that 
wounded Inner Child. 

Ask me if you want to know how!  

If you wish to work in depth on these aspects of yourself, please visit 
https://shamanic-vision.net/2017/08/29/becoming-the-phoenix-evolution-of-the-soul-
and-living-without-regret-3-day-retreat/ 

Develop a habit of asking even if small favors. Begin small. Then graduate to asking 
bigger things. Ask and see what comes.

Now, realize that it may not always come in the time and form in which we expect—
it may come in differently than desired. It so, that is alright.

We get hung on the “person” from whom we want to receive. What if we drop the 
expectation from “where” it comes and just focus on receiving from where ever it 
comes? We don’t need to make it finite and miss out on the infinite possibilities.

When we ask, it might not be easily understood to whom we have asked. So if 
needed, simply ask differently.

Most people ask once, and then give up.
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Most people stop too soon, do not ask differently, or do not ask again, failing to 
connect to their inner wise self. Therefore, there is little chance for all these things to 
collaborate and bring to our doorstep, that which we wish to receive.

Everyone needs to ask more often without attachment to the result.

When I gave up my frustration of not receiving “support” from the source that I 
desired and my anger for not receiving support from that source, the entire universe 
opened up and provided the needed support for me. I just had to open my arms, 
receive and say, “THANK YOU!”

We can ask other people for help/support. People feel, “Am I asking for too much or 
too often?” Most of us are trained to be independent and yet, all of us also need to be 
interdependent; we need to practice asking people for more things.

The way you will know that you are practicing this is when you will become 
uncomfortable and most people do not make themselves uncomfortable.

For example, we may ask someone for something and they say “No” or they respond 
in such a way that we feel slighted or do not appreciate. From that “No” we stop 
asking and we block ourselves from receiving.

We should do the opposite...we should ask again. However, do so with a reframe. For
example, “Pick up your dirty clothes” can easily become reframed to: “I need help 
around the house and would appreciate it if you could put your dirty clothes away.” 
Would you have preferred if your mom asked you that way, especially if she thanked 
you after you did it for her?

Most of us carry around an internal score card. Old imprints and experiences stop us 
from asking. We also feel obligated; we think she/he did something for me and now I 
need to do something in return.

Perhaps you feel that you are not enough, or that you are less or small or inadequate 
when you ask. Perhaps you feel that asking affects your sense of self worth. 

Again to clear these type of old imprints read the Huna and Ho'oponopono Way of 
Being e-book I mentioned earlier. It is found here: https://shamanic-vision.net/adobe-
file/   

Look for opportunities to ask people when we normally wouldn't. When we ask, we 
are giving people an opportunity to be generous and they will also feel worthy. The 
givers need to practice receiving which creates balance like the figure 8. 
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What is ancestral healing and when and why it is required? How does it help?  Click 
on the link below to know more:-

https://shamanic-vision.net/2015/09/21/ancestoral-healing/

You are not practicing asking enough if it doesn’t make you a bit uncomfortable... get
out of your comfort zone of asking and see if you can push the edge a little bit.

Ask even if you feel shy, scared or out of your element, know and feel you deserve to
ask and therfore, to receive.

We feel out of control, when we ask. We fear that if we ask, we will become 
dominated or manipulated or undermined. We feel diminished.

Even when someone asks us if we need help, we often say; "I can manage” or, “Oh, 
I'm o.k.”

BUT, we are not meant to be o.k., we are meant to be really supported.

Begin by asking this question; "Where could I receive more?”

What could you receive more in your Life?
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aligned with my soul? What emotions are trapped in my body? Where am I self 
sabotaging myself? What and whose energy am I holding on to? What do I need to 
heal yet?”

If your relationship with your children is not working well, ask; "What parts of my 
own shadow self are they projecting? Children often mirror parents' projected or 
disowned shadow parts and wounding. Ask; “What can I do to heal my own 
emotional wounding? What is my soul contract with them? What are they here to 
teach me? Why have they chosen me as a parent? What am I here to teach them or 
learn from them? What can I do to heal?”

In any given situation in your life, ask; "Where have I not yet healed?"

And in doing so, always remember: "Healing is a Process, Not an Event.

Many have been on their healing journey for decades and are still on it. Healing is the
Path of a Warrior. It is the Path of Allowance. It is the process of peeling an onion 
and going in layer by layer, deeper and deeper into the wonders of our healing 
journey.

It is a spiral. We just keep diving deeper with every layer or spiral.

That is the key.

LAST BUT NOT THE LEAST –
Ask your higher self . Ask how can I bring more joy and nourishment into my life?
Joy opens the portals to receiving. What can you do to bring more joy and fun into
your  life?  Again,  it  doesn’t  have  to  be  big  things.  Small  things  like  eating your
favorite food, listening to your favorite piece of music or anything else that brings joy
and fun into your life.

Ask you Inner wise self; “What do you have to say about this?”

When doubt/fear/confusion knocks the door and there is inner conflict, always know 
this and say this to your Inner Child :-

Know that you desire it and that you "deserve" it.  Keep breathing and chanting the 
below until it brings ease into your being :-

“I am the best and I deserve the best”

Let’s summarize.
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1. Ask. Practice asking. Small or big things. To yourself, universe, others.
2. Heal all previous imprints/beliefs about receiving.
3. Listen - to the Inner Child/to your womb, heart.
4. Believe I am worthy to receive.
5. Clear your guilt to asking or receiving.
6. Dig the root cause (see if this is your block or coming from previous 

generations. We share the same DNA and through the same DNA we also 
receive sub conscious limiting beliefs and pain bodies of women who have 
gone before us)

7. Re-member and remember that you are already receiving from everywhere.
8. Take the first step.
9. Whenever frustrated, always remember to chant “I am the best and I deserve 

the best”.
10.  Ask me for more support/in-depth healing/teachings. Reach me on 

www.shamanic-vision.net or any one with whom you resonate with. 

Lokah Samasta Sukhino Bhavanu !

May all beings be happy, may all my thoughts, words and actions, contribute in
some way to the happiness of all beings. 

Aho !
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